Product Overview
PSG’s Cyber Security Solu�on (CSS) is cri�cal for addressing the rapidly evolving Cyber threats. Designed with an integrated suite of
tools for managing cyber compliance on all DOD and DOE networks. Informa�on Security is a dynamic process and requires a thorough
approach using con�nuous audi�ng, monitoring, and updates via centralized and automated management toolsets.
The system is designed for high-reliability and minimal down�me applica�ons. Op�ons include full redundancy and regionalized
hardware conﬁgura�ons for mission cri�cal applica�ons. Once implemented, the Cyber Security Solu�on saves �me, reduces system
down �me, and provides con�nuous monitoring and centralized client updates for any network.

PSG’s Cyber Security Solu�on beneﬁts:
•
•
•
•

Con�nuous audi�ng, monitoring and updates
Compa�ble with any DOD, DOE, and Cri�cal Infrastructure networks
Reducing down�me through centralized automa�on and logging
Saves �me and increases produc�vity by automa�ng the security compliance/STIG audi�ng process; Including
vulnerability items that are overlooked by standard Security Content Automa�on Protocol (SCAP) scanning tools.
PSG’s Cyber Security toolbox is designed to run as Virtual Machines, on COTS or GOTS hardware, designed to
meet the stringent DISA STIG security compliance baseline for both DoD and DOE applica�ons.

Features

Beneﬁts

Domain Controller (CSS - DC)

The CSS-DC is responsible for controlling the network by pushing out Group Policy (GP)
to all machines; these Group Policies enforce STIG compliance on the domain. This is
done for the purposes of Protec�on and Implementa�on from the NIST Five Func�ons
Framework as well as NIST RMF. CSS-DC does this by u�lizing Group Policy Management
and Ac�ve Directory.

Asset Management (CSS - ASSET)

The purpose of CSS-ASSET is to track assets and edge devices such as cameras, server
boxes, workstations, and monitors.

Windows Compliance (CSS - WCOMP)

The purpose of the CSS-WCOMP is to ensure that all Windows machines on the
domain are in compliance with applicable STIG’s. This is accomplished by using
a DISA certified Security Compliance Checker (SCAP compliance tool) as well as
PSG’s Cyber Audit tool.

Windows System Update Server ( CSS - WSUS)

The purpose of CSS-WSUS is to allow administrators to automate the deployment
of windows updates to all windows machines within the domain.

Linux Compliance (CSS - LCOMP)

The purpose of the CSS-LCOMP is to ensure that all Linux machines on the domain
are in compliance with the applicable STIG’s. This is accomplished by the use of
Ansible Playbook toolsets defined by PSG.

Linux Repository (CSS - LREPO)

The purpose of CSS-LREPO is to allow administrators to automate the deployment
of Linux updates to all Linux machines within the domain.

Toolset Expansion/Conﬁgurable Slots

Allows for the addition of ANY Cyber Security toolset to be applied, including network
monitoring via WhatsUp Gold or SolarWinds.
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PSG Cyber Security Solu�on - Single Server Base Model

PSG Cyber Security Solu�on - Single Server Base Model
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PSG Cyber Security Solu�on - Cluster Model

* Virtual Machines depicted as load balanced. Cluster designed to handle (n-1) host failure.
** If available in Virtual Machine packaged from Cisco
1. CSS Base Virtual Machine included
2. CSS Guest Virtual Machine (op�onal or customer provided)
3. Virtual Machine Expansion
Note: Dell servers depicted. HP server op�on is available

PSG Cyber Security Solu�on - High Availability

* Base model RAM is 96GB. Expandable to 1536GB
** Base model storage = 8TB Raid10. Expandable
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